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Abstract: Fundamental conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy of
chemical species can be combined with thermodynamic relations to obtain secondary forms,
such as conservation equations for phases, an internal energy balance and a mechanical
energy balance. In fact, the forms of secondary equations are infinite and depend on the
criteria used in determining which species-based equations to employ and how to combine
them. If one uses these secondary forms in developing an entropy inequality to be used in
formulating closure relations, care must be employed to ensure that the appropriate equations
are used, or problematic results can develop for multispecies systems. We show here that the
use of the fundamental forms minimizes the chance of an erroneous formulation in terms of
secondary forms and also provides guidance as to which secondary forms should be used if
one uses them as a starting point.
Keywords: species conservation equations; mechanical energy; internal energy; entropy
inequality
1. Introduction
The understanding of a range of natural and industrial processes involving contaminant fate, transport
and remediation requires modeling tools that accurately capture the dynamic processes involving the
chemical species present in the system. In deriving models for multispecies systems, conservation
equations for mass, momentum and energy can be proposed for species within a phase rather than
for the phase as a whole [1–8]. Of course, if one sums a species-based conservation relation over all
species in the phase, the resulting equation is a conservation equation for the phase. By proceeding
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from species-based forms to phase-based forms, one obtains insights into the species-based elements
that contribute to a phase-based definition of a quantity.
Of additional interest is the fact that dynamic system equations, such as an internal energy or
mechanical energy balance, derived from species-based and phase-based conservation equations of mass,
momentum and total energy, can take on different forms, depending on how one chooses to combine the
precursor equations. This has implications in the use of such equations in modeling systems and in
deriving closure relations. Here, we propose a general approach to the development of conservation
equations from a species-based perspective and show that the non-uniqueness of equations developed
from these forms can impact closure relations and models of system behavior.
The conservation equations we will deal with are localized forms of their counterparts for a domain of
interest, and thus, the first order differentiability of the quantities in the equation are assumed. We define
a conservation equation to be an expression for which the time rate of change of the conserved quantity
in the domain plus its net outward flux is equal to the the rate of production of the quantity within the
domain due to body sources, plus the non-advective rate of addition due to boundary fluxes, plus the rate
of generation of the conserved quantity within the system, due to interactions among species. In contrast
to conservation equations, balance equations require the presence of an additional term that accounts for
the gain or loss of the quantity of interest, due to its transformation into another quantity or, in the case
of entropy, due to an increase that cannot be equated to a corresponding loss elsewhere in the system.
2. Primary Conservation Equations for Chemical Species
For our development, we will make use of the primary conservation equations for mass, momentum
and total energy of a chemical species in a phase. The internal energy and mechanical energy equations
are considered to be secondary derived equations dependent on partitioning of the total energy equation
into component parts. Thus, these two equations are not independent of the primary relations. The fourth
equation of interest is the entropy balance for a species in a phase.




+ ρωiI:di − ri = 0 , (1)
where ρ is the mass density, ωi is the mass fraction of species i and ri is the rate of production of species i




















+ ρωiviI:di −∇·ti − ρωigi − pi − rivi = 0 , (4)
where ti is the stress tensor for species i and gi is the acceleration of species i due to an external body
force. When this acceleration is gravity, it is equal for all species; we allow for a more general case where
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the acceleration is species dependent. In the momentum balance equation for a chemical species, a term
is needed that accounts for the transfer of momentum between species due to collisions and chemical
reactions. This term is expressed here as pi + rivi. Although there has been some discussion in the
literature about the most appropriate velocity to use in this expression [9], this is inconsequential if the
term pi is adjusted to account for whatever velocity is employed. The species-based stress tensor is
not necessarily symmetric [10], although for simplicity, here, it will be treated as symmetric without
impacting subsequent discussion.
The final primary conservation equation that is considered is the total energy equation for species i.















I:di −∇· (qi + ti·vi)






= 0 . (5)
In this equation, Ui is the internal energy per volume, qi is the non-advective energy transport, hi is






accounts for the energy transfer
to species i from other species due to heat exchange, mechanical interactions and chemical reactions.
As with the momentum equation, the actual velocity that is used in this transfer term is immaterial,
as long as ei is properly formulated. The energy equation has the property, demonstrated in [11] for
phase-based equations, that if the frame of reference for the velocity translates at a constant velocity, c,
the species-based momentum and mass conservation equations can be shown to hold. The quantity Ui is
an energy density. Alternatively, one can replace this with UI = ρωiui, where ui is the energy per mass;
but this change does not alter any of the conclusions and results to be obtained here.
Equations (1), (4) and (5) are fundamental equations in that they account for the conservation of a
total property. This is particularly important in considering energy, where conservation equations are
sometimes formulated for internal energy, as well as for kinetic energy. These latter two equations must
account for the transfer of energy between alternative forms. Thus, neither equation is a complete or
fundamental equation.
One additional species equation is the entropy balance equation. This is called a balance equation
rather than a conservation equation, because entropy can be created by irreversible processes and is thus




+ ηiI:di −∇·ϕi − bi = Λi , (6)
where ηi is the entropy per volume, ϕi is the non-advective entropy flux, bi is the volumetric entropy
source term and Λi is the entropy generation associated with species i. This equation is noteworthy
on at least two accounts. First, neither entropy nor its volume or surface sources appear in any
of the conservation equations. Second, the entropy generation term is not necessarily positive for a
chemical species, because it accounts for generation in species i due to irreversible processes, as well
as interactions with other species. Thus, for the species-based entropy equation, both the reversible and
irreversible contributions to entropy production could be negative, while for the phase-based form, the
generation term must be non-negative, based on the second law of thermodynamics.
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In addition to the primary conservation equations, it will be convenient to have a mathematical relation
between the body acceleration and its potential. We will consider that these are related according to:
gi +∇ψi = 0 . (7)
If we define the potential per volume, Ψi, such that:
Ψi = ρωiψi , (8)
the material derivative of Equation (7) can be manipulated in conjunction with Equation (7), to obtain a




+ ΨiI:di − riψi − ρωi
∂ψi
∂t
+ ρωivi·gi = 0 . (9)
3. Phase-Based Primary Conservation Equations
The three conservation equations, entropy balance equation and body force potential equation all
satisfy the condition that the sums of their species-based forms over all species must be equal to the
phase-based equations of interest. However, this summation process leads to the need to define some
variables, such as the stress tensor and non-advective heat flux, on a phase basis. These definitions are
not unique, but depend on the context of the equations employed. In particular, one need not formulate
all equations on a phase basis. Thus, where there is a mix of bases for the equations, the definitions of
variables can be altered. Nevertheless, for the five equations listed, we can derive phase-based equations
from the species forms. The derivations are most easily carried out by writing the material derivative as






+∇· (vifi) . (10)
Summation of the form on the right over all species is then accomplished before the resultant equation
is written in terms of the material derivative based on the velocity of the phase.





+ ρI:d = 0 . (11)
To obtain this equation, we make use of the conditions:∑
i∈Is
ωi = 1 (12)
and: ∑
i∈Is
ri = 0 . (13)
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+ v·∇ . (15)
Equation (11) is the well-known conservation of mass equation. By deriving it from a sum of the
species-based conservation of mass equations, we are forced to explicitly acknowledge that the velocity
of the phase is the barycentric velocity. This fact is easily overlooked if one simply determines the
equation for a phase without considering which of the many definitions of velocity is appropriate.
Certainly, even the species velocity is a weighted sum of the velocities of the molecules that make
up species i at the continuum scale.
For momentum conservation, the phase-based form is:∑
i∈Is
P i = P =
D(ρv)
Dt
+ ρvI:d −∇·t− ρg = 0 . (16)










The exchanges of momentum between species must also cancel within the phase, such that:∑
i∈Is
(pi + rivi) =
∑
i∈Is
(pi + riui) = 0 . (19)
In Equation (17), we see that the stress tensor for the phase is impacted by the diffusion velocities, ui,
where:
ui = vi − v . (20)
This is an impact that is not encountered if there are no diffusive processes in the phase. If one wishes,
this extra term need not be included in the definition of the phase tensor, but can be retained as a separate
contribution that can be accounted for if the diffusion can be modeled. For this approach, one could
replace t with t∗ and tD, where:











The conservation of total energy for a phase is:∑
i∈Is
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−∇· (q + t·v)− ρg·v −
∑
i∈Is





















































= 0 . (30)
If desired, the quantity U + ρKE can be combined to define an extended internal energy. The fact
that KE does not appear in most versions of the total energy equation suggests that it has been implicitly
considered to be negligible or combined into the definition of internal energy. In a similar vein, the
non-advective flux vector q can be broken into its contributing factors, if desired, or left as the combined
form indicated here. In either event, the elements of the non-advective energy flux are explicitly known
in terms of the contributions from individual species.
The entropy balance equation on a phase basis is obtained as a sum of the species balance given by
Equation (6) summed over all species according to:∑
i
Si = S =
Dη
Dt
+ ηI:d −∇·ϕ− b = Λ > 0 . (31)

















Λi > 0 . (35)
The non-advective entropy flux may be expressed alternatively in terms of individual sums of its
contributing factors from species-based non-advective flux and dispersion, if desired. Additionally,
consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, the sum of Λi over the set of species gives a
non-negative result, despite the fact that each of the Λi themselves is not necessarily zero.
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Finally, the mathematical relation between the rate of change of body force potential and gravity given
in Equation (9) can be summed over all species to provide:∑
i∈Is
Gi = G =
DΨ
Dt







+ riψi − ρωiui·gi
)
= 0 . (36)
In cases where the only body force is gravity, such that ψi and gi are independent of chemical species,
the last summation in this equation is zero.
4. Thermodynamic Relations
A final set of equations that is important for system modeling consists of the thermodynamic forms.
These are different, in one regard, from the conservation and balance equations in that the species
thermodynamic equations are obtained from those for the phase as a whole rather than vice versa. Here,
we will make use of the classical irreversible thermodynamics (CIT) framework. This is the simplest
extension to equilibrium thermodynamics and makes use of a local equilibrium assumption to assert that
the dependence of energy on local variables is the same as that in equilibrium thermodynamics [4,12].
CIT has been found to be a suitable approach for describing many systems not at equilibrium, although
it does not account for memory effects or non-local behavior. We have chosen to use CIT instead of
rational thermodynamics (RT), because of the latter’s inability to physically interpret the meaning of
temperature and entropy in terms of their equilibrium counterparts [13,14].
The extensive Euler equation describing the thermodynamics of a phase is:
U− θS + pV−
∑
k∈Is
µkMk = 0 , (37)
where θ is temperature, p is pressure and µk is the chemical potential of species k with units of energy
per mass. The other variables are extensive quantities with U being energy; S is entropy; V is volume;
and Mk is the mass of chemical species k. When the local equilibrium assumption applies, the Euler
equation is expressed on a per unit volume basis as:
U − θη + p−
∑
k∈Is
µkρωk = 0 . (38)












= 0 . (39)
To obtain the species-based thermodynamic relations, we will make use of partial mass quantities.








where Mi is the set of masses of chemical species, except species i. Based on Equation (37), we therefore
derive:
U i − θSi + pV i − µi = 0 . (41)
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Multiplication of this equation by ρωi provides the thermodynamic relation in terms of energy and
entropy densities, such that:
Ui − θηi + pXi − ρωiµi = 0 , (42)
where
Ui = ρωiU i , (43)
ηi = ρωiSi , (44)
and
Xi = ρωiV i . (45)
For later use, we also observe that the species enthalpy per volume, Hi, is defined as:
Hi = Ui + pXi . (46)


















= 0 . (47)





5. Combinations of Equations
In the preceding section, we have shown that a set of species-based relations may be summed over all
species to obtain a phase-based equation. From a broader perspective, we can combine equations without
summing over all species. Additionally, we can sum over equations for different species properties in
such a way that mixed equations result. We can denote a general combined equation Cλ that involves a




















λT iTi = 0 . (49)
In this equation, each coefficient, λ, multiplies a quantity that is itself zero. Thus, the coefficients λ
are arbitrary in that regardless of the values selected for λ, Cλ = 0. Some particular selections of these
coefficients provide particularly useful and interesting realizations for Cλ. We will consider some of
these special cases.
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6. Secondary Conservation Equations
In addition to the primary species-based equations and the phase-based equations obtained by
summation over the species, some additional secondary conservation equations may be derived from
Equation (49) based on the selection of the coefficients. In this section, we will consider some secondary
conservation equations for energy that are important in their own right, but that also have important
implications for the formation of the constrained entropy inequality used to develop closure relations.
6.1. Energy Equation with Body Force Potential
When the body force is due to gravity only, it is sometimes convenient to express the total
energy equation with the gravitational potential, replacing the gravitational acceleration. This can be
accomplished for species k by setting λSi, λPi, λMi and λT i equal to zero for i ∈ Is and letting
λEi = λGi = δik in Equation (49). With these coefficients, we obtain the total energy equation for
species k,


























= 0 . (50)
The phase-based energy equation with gravitational potential can be obtained with λSi, λPi, λMi
and λT i equal to zero in Equation (49), but with λEi = λGi = 1 for i ∈ Is. We denote this particular
combination of coefficients as Cλ = E + G and obtain:









(Ei + Gi) = 0 , (51)
or













ρv·v + ρKE + Ψ
)
I:d








= 0 . (52)
This equation is an equivalent alternative to Equation (24). Of importance, as revealed in Equation (51),
is that because the λ coefficients are all constants (equal to either zero or one), one obtains a unique
equation for E + G. One can equivalently sum Ei over all species and add it to the sum of Gi over all
species, or else sum the combination of Ei +Gi over all species to obtain the same result. This seemingly
innocuous observation will be seen to be important subsequently.
6.2. Mechanical Energy Conservation
A commonly used secondary equation is what is referred to as the mechanical energy conservation
equation. We will refer to this as a secondary conservation equation, because it makes use of non-zero,
non-constant λ values in more than one of the summations in Equation (49). The mechanical energy
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conservation equation is obtained from Equation (49) as a combination of mass and momentum by first







λMiMi = 0 . (53)
We can now obtain species-based and phase-based explicit equation forms.
For species k, the mechanical energy conservation equation is obtained by setting:





vk·vkδik for k ∈ Is . (55)
For this selection of parameters, we denote Cλ as Emek and obtain:
Emek = vk·Pk −
1
2
vk·vkMk = 0 . (56)














−ρωkgk·vk − pk·vk −
1
2
rkvk·vk = 0 . (57)
Based on this result, we might expect that the mechanical energy equation for the phase is the sum of the










= 0 . (58)




































= 0 . (59)
An alternative approach to obtaining a mechanical energy equation for a phase is to start with
phase-based momentum and mass conservation equations. Beginning with Equation (53), we propose




P i + λM
∑
i∈Is
Mi = 0 . (60)
The sums in this equation are defined, respectively, as P in Equation (16) and M in Equation (11),
so that:
Cλ =λP ·P + λMM = 0 . (61)
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We now select the coefficients according to






For this selection of parameters, we denote Cλ as Eme and obtain:
Eme = v·P −
1
2
v·vM = 0 (64)












ρv·vI:d −∇· (t·v) + t:d − ρg·v = 0 , (65)
where the expression given in Equation (65) is typically referred to as the mechanical energy equation.
What is important to recognize is the fact that although both Equations (58) and (64) have been
identified as mechanical energy equations, they contain different terms. Despite including different
terms, both E∗me and Eme equal zero. This can be made more concrete if we subtract these two forms
to obtain:










= 0 , (66)
or, after expanding out the right side,





















= 0 . (67)
We see that the equation forms provided by E∗me and Eme are identical in the absence of diffusion.
Otherwise, these equations are different in the way that they account for diffusion processes as being
part of mechanical energy. Both equations are correct, but the designation of one as opposed to the
other as “the” mechanical energy equation is somewhat arbitrary. This observation reinforces the notion
that a mechanical energy equation is a secondary conservation relation in that it balances a portion of
energy, where the portion has been selected arbitrarily. From a more general perspective, we can select
coefficients in Equation (49) rather arbitrarily, assuring that the equation dimensions are homogeneous,
and refer to the resultant equation by any name desired. However, it is only the fundamental species
conservation and balance equations and their sum over all species that are not based on a heuristic
division of properties.
6.3. Internal Energy Conservation
Another commonly used secondary equation is the internal energy conservation equation. The internal
energy plus mechanical energy is equal to the total energy. Therefore, if we denote the internal energy
equation for species k as Uk, by definition, we obtain:
Uk = Ek − Emek = 0 for k ∈ Is . (68)
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Substitution of Equation (56) into this definition gives:
Uk = Ek − vk·Pk +
1
2
vk·vkMk = 0 . for k ∈ Is . (69)





+ UkI:dk −∇·qk − tk:dk − hk − ek = 0 . (70)















Based on the first equality in Equation (24) and on Equation (58), this equation confirms that:
U∗ = E − E∗me . (72)
This expression may be expanded out to obtain:
U∗ = DU
Dt
















The most commonly employed form of the phase-based internal energy equation is obtained from
Equation (49) with the appropriate choice of the coefficients. An alternative, but equivalent, derivation
is based on defining the internal energy equation, U , as:
U = E − Eme = 0 . (74)
With Equation (64) substituted in, we get an expression that can be derived from Equation (49),
U = E − v·P + 1
2
v·vM = 0 . (75)
Substitution of Equations (24) and (65) into Equation (70) yields:
U = D
Dt
(U + ρKE) + (U + ρKE) I:d −∇·q − t:d −
∑
i∈Is
ρωigi·ui − h = 0 . (76)
Typically, the dispersion kinetic energy, KE , is not explicitly indicated in this equation. It is either
combined into the definition of U or omitted as being negligibly small. Furthermore, when gi is
independent of the chemical species, the summation term in Equation (76) is zero.
The difference in the two forms of the internal energy equation resides in whether the dispersion
terms are included in the mechanical energy equation or the internal energy equation. Subtraction of
Equation (75) from Equation (71) gives:










= 0 . (77)
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The right side of this equation is the negative of the right side of Equation (67).
Again, although U∗ and U are both equal to zero, notationally, they contain different terms. Despite
their differences, either form is a reasonable choice as the “internal energy” equation.
We observe that:
U∗ + E∗me = U + Eme = E . (78)
Thus, the difference in the the alternative expressions for the internal energy and mechanical energy
equations lies in the location of the cleavage point for splitting the total energy equation into two
constituent parts. We can make two additional observations. First, one can propose a “total energy
equation” that is a sum of internal energy and mechanical energy equations as E1, where:
E1 = U∗ + Eme = 0 (79)
or as E2, where
E2 = U + E∗me = 0 . (80)
However, neither E1 nor E2 is equal to E , the actual total energy equation. The total energy equation is
motivated by conservation principles. On the other hand, both Equations (79) and (80) are secondary
conservation balances that account for total energy to some degree, but handle the contributions due to
dispersion differently. They are not primary conservation equations. As with all secondary conservation
equations, a claim about what property is actually being conserved is somewhat arbitrary and dependent
on interpretation. The preceding examples show how the fundamental species conservation equations
can be combined to obtain secondary forms. Another motivation for combining the equations, as in
Equation (49), is to obtain closure relations. This combination leads to some interesting conclusions
concerning the analysis of the entropy balance to obtain closed conservation equations, as will be
demonstrated in the next section.
7. Entropy Equation Analysis






















When we are interested in obtaining an expression for the entropy generation, we select λSi = 1 for all i


















λT iTi = Λ ≥ 0 . (82)
It is important to realize that Equation (82) provides the local entropy generation rate regardless of
the values selected for the remaining λ coefficients. This selection will lead to different groupings in
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surviving terms that are summed up to obtain the generation rate, but all groupings will provide the
same value of Λ. A combination of the equations in this fashion is similar to that employed in Liu’s
method [15,16].
If one is to use Equation (82) as a basis for developing closure relations for the conservation equations,
it is important to select the λ coefficients, such that time derivatives are eliminated, to the degree possible,
so that the entropy generation is expressed as a sum of products of forces and fluxes. It should be
fairly clear that depending on whether species-based or phase-based equations are desired in modeling a
system, the values of λ employed will be different, and the closure relations required and obtained will
also be different. Because the microscale temperature of all species at a point is the same, there is no need
to formulate energy-based species equations. However, we will formulate species-based momentum and
mass conservation equations. These formulations will be explored in the subsequent subsections.
7.1. Species-Based Mass and Momentum Equations
One approach to modeling flow and transport is to use species-based mass and momentum equations.
In this approach, the velocity and mass fraction of each species is solved for. Because a momentum
equation is employed for each species, there is no need for a closure relation for a dispersion vector.
To close the equation system, expressions are required for the stress tensor ti for each species. For the
present formulation, the energy is considered on a phase basis. Therefore, in Equation (82),
λEi = λE for i ∈ Is , (83)
λGi = λG for i ∈ Is , (84)
and
λT i = λT for i ∈ Is . (85)
Substitution of these relations into Equation (82) and pulling the coefficients that are species independent


















Ti = Λ ≥ 0 . (86)
Now, make use of the definitions of phase-based equations as sums of primary conservation equations
given in Equations (24), (31), (36) and (48) to obtain:






λMiMi + λGG + λT T = Λ ≥ 0 . (87)
This equation is written in terms of the primary conservation equations of interest. Only the momentum
and mass conservation equations are written on a species bases. This equation provides the entropy
generation rate written in terms of the variables that actually appear in the equations of interest.














































T = Λ ≥ 0 . (93)
This equation, based on primary conservation equations, may be worked with to obtain closure relations,
because the entropy generation rate, Λ, will be in terms of independent force-flux pairs.
We can gain insight into the closure process by expressing E as a sum over the species energy equation




















T = Λ ≥ 0 . (94)












T = Λ ≥ 0 . (95)
It is important to emphasize that this equation arises when one is making use of species-based
momentum equations. It is easy to lose sight of this fact, since the momentum equation does not appear
explicitly in Equation (95). Note the appearance of U∗, rather than U , as the appropriate internal energy
equation to be used in developing closure relations. When the species-based momentum equation is
used, one does not obtain closure relations for the dispersive velocities, ui, because the species velocity
itself is solved for via the momentum equation. In fact, use of this equation as a basis for obtaining a
closure relation for the diffusive velocity would be incorrect. Similarly, although U can replace U∗ in
Equation (95), to still provide a correct equation, this equation would not be appropriate for obtaining
closure relations for the set of conservation equations of interest. With the indicated equations substituted
into Equation (95), or its equivalent form, Equation (93), closure relations for ti and pi may be developed.
After algebraic rearrangement that also makes use of the Euler thermodynamic equations for a phase,



































































(vi − vr) · (vi − vr)
]
ri = Λ ≥ 0 . (96)
In obtaining this equation, we have made use of the thermodynamic identity:
∇µi = ∇µi|θ + θ
(








Further investigation of Equation (96) to develop closure relations is possible. However, that is not the
main point of the derivation. What we want to show is that this form of the equation is consistent with
force-flux forms of the entropy inequality. Equation (96) can be used to obtain closure relations for ti, q
and pi.
7.2. Species-Based Mass and Phased-Based Momentum
An alternative approach to obtaining a model of chemical species flow and transport is to formulate
the mass conservation equations on a species basis while formulating a single momentum equation for
the phase as a whole. This approach is used predominantly and is specified based on Equation (82) with
the appropriate selection of the coefficients. For this approach, Equations (83)–(85) are employed, so that
the energy and thermodynamic equations are formulated on a phase basis. In addition, the condition is
imposed that the multipliers for the species-based momentum equation are independent of the chemical
species, so that:
λPi = λP for i ∈ Is . (98)


















Ti = Λ ≥ 0 , (99)
where the coefficients that are independent of species have been pulled outside of the summation signs.
The summations of species-based fundamental equations over all of the species yields the phase-based
equations, so it is that Equation (99) can be expressed as:
S + λEE + λP ·P +
∑
i∈Is
λMiMi + λGG + λT T = Λ ≥ 0 . (100)
Equation (100) differs from Equation (87) in that only one momentum coefficient is needed and the
contributions of the different species to the overall momentum has been made implicit.
The next task is to select values of the remaining λ coefficients that eliminate the time derivatives to
the degree possible. The values determined after substitution of the conservation and thermodynamic




























Note that the fact that only a single velocity is being solved for has led to λMi being different
from the value obtained with Equation (90) for the species-based momentum case. Substitution of





















T = Λ ≥ 0 , (106)
Because only one momentum equation is employed, this equation will be used to obtain closure relations
for t and the diffusion velocity, u. Neither the species velocities, vi, nor the species-based stress
tensors, ti, appear in the formulation. Furthermore, the intraphase momentum exchange term does not
enter the formulation.
Because v is independent of chemical species, we can sum over the species mass conservation


















































T = Λ ≥ 0 . (108)
We can then make use of the definition given by Equation (75) for a phase-based internal energy equation
















T = Λ ≥ 0 . (109)
The differences between Equations (95) and (109) are important. They have been derived under
different scenarios. The former deals with species-based momentum equations and is useful for obtaining
closure relations for ti and pi. The latter makes use of a phase-based momentum equation and is useful
for obtaining closure relations for t and ui. To achieve these ends, the equations make use of different
multipliers of the species-based mass conservation equation. Also of importance is the fact that if
one wishes to make use of an “internal energy equation”, different forms are appropriate for the two
equations. This points to the fact that assembling an entropy inequality using secondary conservation
equations directly can lead one down the wrong path. One can replace U in Equation (109) with U∗, and
the result will still be correct and true, without any other changes. However, the utility of the equation
for obtaining closure relations will be compromised.
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Substitution of the indicated equations into Equation (109), cancellation of the material derivatives as



















































































ri = Λ ≥ 0 . (110)
In contrast to Equation (96), this equation can be used to obtain closure relations for t, q and ui. Thus,
the stress tensor is obtained on an entity basis for use in the entity-based momentum equation. The fact
that the equation system is written in terms of the phase velocity also requires that a closure relation
be obtained for the dispersion vector, ui for each species i. The species dispersion kinetic energy that
appears in Equation (110) is typically taken to be unimportant in obtaining linearized closure relations.
8. Example: Two-Species Fluid
The entropy inequalities given by Equation (96) for species-based momentum and mass conservation
equations and Equation (110) for a phase-based momentum and species-based mass conservation
equations can be used to develop closure relations for multi-species systems. Here, for the purposes
of demonstration, we will restrict the system to being composed of two species, A and B, such that:
Is = {A,B} . (111)
Additionally, we will consider the situation where the only body force is due to gravity, such that:
gA = gB = g (112)
and
ψA = ψB = ψ (113)
The chemical reaction rate expressions can be rearranged making use of the chemical affinity [4].
However, this will not be addressed here, because our interest is in fluxes, rather than the reaction rates.
For the purposes of this example, we will not consider cross-coupling that gives rise to phenomena, such
as the Dufour and Soret effects. These are neglected in the interest of simplicity, only as they do not
present significant theoretical challenges. We will obtain sets of mass, momentum and energy equations
based on the two alternative approaches previously described.
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8.1. Closed Species-Based Mass and Momentum Conservation Equations



















= 0 . (114)
The body sources of entropy and energy are assumed to be related with:
b− 1
θ
h = 0 . (115)


















because of the definitions of the variables, ϕ, q, b and h, as provided in Equations (33), (27), (34)
and (29), respectively. Linearization of the remaining fluxes in Equation (96), except for the reaction
term, as functions of conjugate forces yields:












pA + ρωA∇ (µA|θ + ψ)−∇ (pXA) + ρωAg = −R̂A· (vA − vB) . (120)
For the stress tensor to satisfy Equation (17) to first order,
â4i = ωib̂4 for i ∈ {A,B} . (121)
Furthermore, we obtain:
pB + ρωB∇ (µB|θ + ψ)−∇ (pXB) + ρωBg = −R̂B· (vB − vA) , (122)
subject to:
R̂A − R̂B = rAI , (123)
so that Equation (19) is satisfied.
Substitution of these closure relations into conservation equations results in a set of closed
conservation equations. For mass, we have:
Di (ρωi)
Dt
+ ρωiI:di − ri = 0 for i ∈ {A,B} . (124)
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+ ρωA∇ (µA|θ + ψ)








+ ρωB∇ (µB|θ + ψ)
+ R̂A· (vB − vA) + rAvA = 0 . (126)
The internal energy balance we will employ is U∗, as defined in Equation (71). The summation of the
species-based internal energy balance given in Equation (70) can be arranged in terms of the unknowns






+ ωAU I:dA + ωBU I:dB −∇·q +∇· [ωAtA· (vA − vB)]




(vA − vB)·(vA − vB)rA = 0 . (127)
Other rearrangements are possible. In the form provided, Equations (118)–(120) can be substituted in to
provide the final closed form. Instead of using U∗ as the energy relation, one could use the total energy
equation. The preceding equation set, supplemented by thermodynamic equations of state, provides a
model of a two-species system. We emphasize that in this formulation, the dispersion vector does not
appear and is not approximated by a closure relation.
8.2. Closed Species-Based Mass and Phase-Based Momentum Conservation Equations

















= 0 . (128)















= 0 . (129)
Linearization of the remaining fluxes in Equation (110), except for the reaction term, as functions of
conjugate forces yields:
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ρωAuA = −DAB·∇ (µA|θ − µB|θ) . (132)
Substitution of these closure relations into the appropriate set of conservation equations closes the set.
For mass conservation of the two species, A and B, we have:
D (ρωA)
Dt




+ ρωBI:d −∇· [DAB·∇ (µB|θ − µA|θ)]− rB = 0 . (134)
We could replace one of these equations with the total mass conservation, the sum of the two equations
over the two species, if desired. The closed phase-based momentum equation is Equation (16) subject to
the closure condition for the stress tensor given by Equation (130), such that:
D(ρv)
Dt
+ ρvI:d +∇p−∇·(â4:d)− ρg = 0 . (135)
The internal energy balance we will employ is U , as defined in Equation (76). We will drop the terms















+ pI:d − d:â4:d − h = 0 . (136)
The four-equation set given by Equations (133)–(136) is certainly simpler than the five equations in
Equations (124)–(127) that made use of a species-based momentum equation. This simpler set is also
the one typically used in modeling two-species systems.
9. Discussion
We have identified three important themes relating to the use of species-based and phase-based
conservation equations. First, fundamental conservation equations can be written for mass, momentum
and total energy of a chemical species; and an entropy balance equation can be written for each chemical
species in a system, as well. Summation of each of these equation types over all species in the system
produces phase-based fundamental equations. The forms of these equations are unique, since they are
based on a simple summation. Phase-based forms of these equations derived from species-based forms
are useful in that they reveal some elements, such as diffusion kinetic energy, that are easily overlooked
if the phase-based forms are postulated directly.
Second, from a general perspective, the fundamental equations can be combined in any
dimensionally-consistent way to form secondary conservation equations. In some instances, a secondary
equation may be more convenient or appropriate to use than its antecedent forms. As a general rule, the
combinations of equations that are most often used involve combinations that alter the quantity appearing
in a material derivative. It is tempting to say that this new quantity is the conserved quantity, but that
is a bit of an oversimplification. For example, a mechanical energy equation obtained as a combination
of the mass and momentum equations retains a term that accounts for the transformation of mechanical
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energy into internal energy. Likewise, an internal energy equation retains a term that accounts for this
same transformation. In a complete conservation equation, obtained as a sum of mechanical and internal
energy equations, this exchange term will not appear. From this perspective, any conservation equation
can be split into two parts that, when summed together, reproduce the original equation. Mechanical
and internal energy equations are secondary equations formed from a particularly convenient cleavage
of the total energy equation. Because the cleavage point is arbitrary, it may not be surprising to find that
the forms of the mechanical and internal energy equations are not unique. One cleavage point seems
most appropriate if the material derivative of internal and kinetic energy is split in the species-based
equation, while a different cleavage point suggests itself if one works from the phase-based equations.
The alternative forms of internal energy and mechanical energy equations have been presented.
Third, a question arises as to which equation forms should be combined if one wishes to eliminate
the time derivative of entropy from the entropy equation, so that the entropy production term will
be a force-flux pairing. Here, we have demonstrated the development of closure relations when the
momentum equation is posed on a species basis and on a phase basis. If one begins with the linear
combination of fundamental equations being used to describe the system and combines them to form the
entropy inequality, different expressions emerge for the two approaches. In one case, a species-based
stress tensor and interspecies momentum exchange terms are sought. In the other case, a phase-based
stress tensor is approximated along with diffusion vectors for each species. It was shown that when
starting from the fundamental equations, one sees that the entropy inequality can be interpreted as making
use of an internal energy equation in combination with the entropy balance, as opposed to using the total
energy equation and a momentum equation. An important element of this result is that the form of the
internal energy equation that actually arises in each case is different. Thus, if one proposes to assemble
the conservation and balance equations from the entropy balance, mass conservation, thermodynamic
and internal energy equations, it is not immediately obvious which internal energy equation should be
selected. The way to avoid this problem is to employ the fundamental conservation equations as a starting
point. The use of the wrong internal energy equation in trying to develop a closure scheme for an equation
system can lead to erroneous closure results [17]. One must also recognize which variables require
closure conditions in light of the set of conservation equations employed in the model formulation.
10. Conclusions
Species-based conservation equations for mass, momentum and total energy, an entropy balance
equation and a body force potential equation were employed as a basis for describing conservation
equations for phases. It was shown that for multispecies systems, two different, but equally reasonable,
forms of phase-based internal energy and mechanical energy conservation equations arise naturally.
In one case, mechanical and internal energy equations were obtained from species-based fundamental
equations and then summed to obtain the phase-based equations. In the second case, the fundamental
species-based equations were summed; and the mechanical and internal energy equations were obtained
directly from those equations.
It was shown that if one makes use of an entropy inequality, it is best to construct the appropriate
form from the fundamental conservation equations in light of the degree of refinement that one wishes
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to incorporate into the model. Construction of the entropy inequality directly making use of a secondary
equation, such as an internal energy equation, presents the possibility of producing anomalous results.
Because all conservation equations can be put in forms, such that a collection of terms is equal to zero,
possibilities for combining the equations are unlimited. However, the selection of the combination of
equations is dependent on the modeling detail for the system of interest.
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